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Date: Sunday 2 November 2014 

Time: 11.30am 

Venue: Emirates Arena, Glasgow 

 

Attendees 

Alister Russell Gavin Calder Wendy Gorman Seonaid Thompson 

Faye Murfeb Robert Hunter David MacKenzie Martin Jones 

Euan Godon Michelle McLaughlin John Carlin Stewart Milne 

John Hagemeister Liz Steele Craig Walker Jamie Macdonald 

Lynne Lauder Jack Buckner Julie Tweedie Kirstin Roney 

Robert McCulloch Neill Barton Liz Britton Anita Dick 

Sean Mayer Maisie Bancewicz Lucy Matheson Drew Matheson 

Lynsey Falconer Jude Austin Robert Myles Robert Ovens 

Billy Mitchell Gordon Crawford Mandy Stewart Scott Urquhart 

Kirsti Sharratt Andrew Brierley Susan Moffatt Anne Davies 

Phillip Davies Dechlan Wilson Kevin MacArthur Chris Godfree 

Penny Rother Gillian Kerr Toby Vint Diane Ford 

David Hunter Cat Morrison Fiona Lothian Fraser Cartmell 

Nicola Bishop Shaun O’Donnell Tim Pott Douglas Adamson 

Linda McLean Geoff Earl John Taylor Stephen Morrow 

Stephen Moffatt Christine Mullen Jill Stevenson Paul McGreal 

Richard Pearson Peter Ness Jane Scott Gemma Simpson 

Cathy Pendreigh Lesley Jakubiak Calum Reid Doug MacDonald 

Pamela Sneddon    

 

Apologies 

Jack Maitland Fabienne Thompson Helen Farquhar Gillian Kennedy 

Stewart Bailey Katie Loudon Bob Hanson Jane Pottie 

Jane Moncrieff    

 

Agenda 
Item 

Topic 

Item 1 Welcome and Apologies 
Geoff Earl welcomed all to triathlonscotland’s 2014 AGM. The board and staff were introduced by Geoff Earl and 
Gemma Simpson respectively. It was noted that David Jack has now resigned from the position of Chair and Geoff Earl 
would chair all meetings until a replacement was found. The change of board is part of triathlonscotland’s strategic 
plan.  
Geoff Earl read out the list of apologies and these are noted above. Jane Moncrieff has taken compassionate leave and 
unfortunately was not in attendance. 
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Item 2 Introduction 
2014 has been a fantastic year for triathlon. The Commonwealth Games was an outstanding opportunity to showcase 
triathlon and a great way to kick start the Games. The fantastic displays from the Scottish athletes made it worthwhile 
and triathlon was one of the best received and well watched sports. Our thanks go to Chris Volley, National 
Performance Manager, who has now resigned and moved onto new opportunities. He has done a fantastic job.  
Highlights from the annual report were shown and it was noted that the full annual report can be found online and is 
best viewed online as it is interactive. Triathlon has seen a general increase in participation with female participation 
increasing by 43% and youth by 29%. Club membership has also seen an increase of 26% and contained within this 
figure is a rise of 73% in youths.  
triathlonscotland’s 2015-2019 business plan is currently with sportscotland for consideration and the submission of this 
is now linked with the Commonwealth Games cycle. The board has been very active behind the scenes at the 
Commonwealth Games and as triathlon is not a compulsory sport so they have been pushing for triathlon to be included 
in the Games at the Gold Coast and South Africa. The business plan is designed to be fluid and mould with the changing 
landscapes of the sport. The criteria for Paratriathlon has changed so the business plan has had to be adapted to meet 
this change.  
Exchange is our opportunity to come together as our tri family to celebrate the achievements of the past year and the 
action learning set in the afternoon is the members chance to be involved in moulding this.  
Triathlon is the fastest growing sport in the UK and we all have a role to play in this. Positive changes have come from 
our membership and Geoff Earl thanked everyone for this.  
Geoff Earl introduced Jack Buckner, the newly appointed CEO of the British Triathlon Federation, who then spoke a few 
words to give a little background on himself. Jack Buckner started at BTF at the end of August and noted that it was 
great to hear of the successes of the organisation and looked forward to working with us. He competed at the 1986 
Commonwealth Games in Scotland and has worked for Adidas and Sport England. He feels that triathlon is at an exciting 
place, not only with our elite athletes, but with the growth in participation. Triathlon is a young sport with none of the 
baggage of the older sports and it feels like a big family. 

Item 3 Approval of the minutes of the AGM held on 4 November 2013 
Geoff Earl went over the pages of the 2013 AGM minutes and there were no objections. The 2013 AGM minutes were 
approved.  

Item 4 Matters arising from 2013 minutes 
There were no matters arising from the minutes of the previous meeting. 

Item 5 triathlonscotland 2014 Annual Review 
Some figures of the annual report were shown and included the following: 

- Currently, triathlonscotland has 48 affiliated clubs, up from 45 last year 
- 15 ComeAlongAthlon events were held 
- 100% increase in coaches attending CPD sessions 
- Increase in school participation 

The numbers behind the percentages can be found in the full annual report online.  
The elites in all disciplines have achieved some of the best results to date and Geoff Earl congratulated David McNamee 
on the best Scottish triathlon Commonwealth Games result.  
Age group athletes have also produced some fantastic results.  
triathlonscotland is currently looking at ways to develop pathways and gateways for the youth into elite sport.  
From a question raised, triathlonscotland will look at how our growth sits against the other home nations and also with 
international bodies of the same size.  

Item 6 Financial Report and Approval of Annual Accounts 2012 
The summary of accounts was provided to the members at the meeting. The figures show a budgeted £6k deficit in line 
with our strategic plan. Although there is growth within the sport, participation and events still need extra money which 
is why a deficit was required. The current reserves level of £100k may need to be increased as the number of staff 
grows, but currently this level of reserve will keep the organisation running for around 6 months. triathlonscotland is 
currently monitoring the reserves and although working towards another planned deficit this year, each year after this 
the aim will be to break even. Stephen Morrow and Peter Ness proposed and seconded the approval of the annual 
accounts.  

Item 7 
          7a 
 
 

Consider and Vote on Resolutions 
Club Affiliation Fees 
The improvement of club affiliation is twofold: 
1. The move to an online club affiliation form 
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          7b 

2. Affiliation fee 

The existing club affiliation fee is a banded system with 3 bands which sees clubs with less than 40 members pay £40, 
40-100 members pay £100 and greater than 100 members pay £150. The advantages to this are that it is simple, easy to 
self-calculate the fee and rewards club growth. The disadvantages are that small to medium clubs pay more than double 
per head than larger clubs and there is no consideration of triathlonscotland membership.  
The proposed system is a discounted system where clubs will be charged per member and this would be a fixed amount 
for youths, adults and potentially juniors where numbers are taken from the previous year’s membership. The full 
amount of a club member fee would be discounted if the member was also a member of triathlonscotland meaning that 
if all club members were also triathlonscotland members then the club would only pay the minimum administration fee. 
This gives an incentive for clubs to help triathlonscotland increase its membership and in turn will help the clubs with 
the level of support triathlonscotland can offer. This system is future proof. The disadvantages are that it doesn’t 
directly help clubs that are growing and it requires clubs to collect triathlonscotland membership numbers.  
This change is not an income generator and triathlonscotland will not take in any more money next year than this year. 
sportscotland is, however, asking Governing Bodies to become more self-sufficient.  Most clubs will pay roughly the 
same, some clubs will pay more and a couple of clubs will pay less. The current system is unfair to smaller clubs.  
Lomond Swimming and Triathlon Club raised the point that the Scottish Amateur Swimming Association went down this 
route and Lomond had to leave them as they were too expensive for the members who did not race. It was noted that it 
is not triathlonscotland’s intention to make affiliation very expensive. The reduced race entry fees are not the only 
incentive to join triathlonscotland and members buy into a membership, not just a race licence. Clubs need the 
insurance and the Governing Body to get the help they require.  
It was raised that the timeline for changes need to be considered as clubs will need to pass at their AGM any increase in 
fees to cover this cost. If any club has a problem paying their affiliations fees triathlonscotland will consider their needs.  
The resolution to change the club affiliation fee structure with further consultation with clubs was proposed and 
seconded by Jill Stevenson and Stephen Moffatt. 51 voted yes, 16 voted no and 3 abstained.  
 
Geoff Earl read out the motion proposed by Andrew Brierley of East Fife Triathlon Club and seconded by 8 other 
members of East Fife Triathlon Club.  

“We congratulate Scottish triathletes for their performances at the Commonwealth Games this summer. We 
remain disappointed, however, that Scotland did not field any female triathletes in the individual race: we 
believe this was a missed opportunity to give Scottish triathletes valuable experience on the world stage, and a 
missed opportunity to best promote the sport of triathlon and inspire wider female participation in the sport in 
Scotland. Recognising that athlete participation at the Commonwealth Games was constrained by published 
selection criteria, and while not wishing to advocate the spectacle of embarrassingly poor performance, we 
implore triathlonscotland to lobby the Commonwealth Games Council for Scotland for, and to embrace, selection 
criteria that would enable athletes capable of delivering creditable - but not necessarily top 8 - performance to 
participate in future Games. We think it unfortunate that the selection criteria for 2014 were so stringent: we 
feel that by failing to insist on more favourable selection criteria in advance of those home Games 
triathlonscotland neither best served us as members, nor our sport in Scotland.” 

Stephen Moffatt noted that selection criteria starts after the end of the previous Commonwealth Games and is a 
lengthy process with discussion and dialogue throughout the Commonwealth Games cycle. To qualify by A standard, 
athletes must deliver a top 8 performance. The level of funding available to the Governing Body is dependent on the 
criteria and he suggested that instead of lobbying, we want to work towards ensuring we have the athletes that meet 
the criteria.  
Andrew Brierley spoke to his motion. He wants triathlonscotland to consider the past and work towards the future and 
hopes that we could push towards full squads in all races. He noted that Commonwealth Games Scotland had been 
quoted saying they have been working closely with sportscotland to ensure that Scottish athletes have the necessary 
support in place to give them every opportunity to excel at the Games, but regardless of this there were no female 
athletes on the start line of the individual triathlon event. He felt that perhaps triathlonscotland could have inspired 
some young females to work hard to pull some fantastic performances out of the bag.  
Cat Morrison felt disappointed that there were no females on the individual start line but also that she was not 
approached by triathlonscotland to talk to the kids to try and inspire them. She wants to encourage more people to be 
active and perhaps in turn encourage them to compete.  
Maisie Bancewicz felt that we can draw inspiration from athletes regardless of their nationality.  
The triathlon selection process is not straightforward and Chris Volley had looked at the criteria to try and give the 
athletes the best chance. Coaches work very hard to get athletes their best times, but the athletes need to deliver. 
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This situation is not a precedent as Scotland has never had a full team; however this year has been the most successful.  
Fraser Cartmell noted that this motion showed a lack of knowledge of performance sport. The selection is taken from 
WTS and there was only 1 Scottish athlete racing at this level in 2013/2014 and she raced at only 6 Olympic distance 
races during this time. The criteria for selection is to be within 6% of the finishers time which he felt is a huge margin 
since the top 10 finishers usually finish within 1-2%. If you are not good enough you don’t go. Scotland doesn’t have 
very many athletes, but they shouldn’t just get a start because of this.  
The triathlonscotland board and staff have worked with the Commonwealth Games Committee after the 2010 Games 
to set the selection criteria for the 2014 Games. Most of the Scottish team qualified via the B route and the hard work of 
those athletes should be recognised.  
Andrew Brierley felt that the females in the relay should have got a start on the individual event as with other sports, if 
someone pulls out then another athlete can compete in their place.  
The ITU were late in putting out the criteria for the relay and if this had been known sooner, the selection panel may 
have chosen differently, but it was too late. A female reserve was identified, but they were only allowed to race if one of 
the other athletes pulled out due to injury or illness.  
Seonaid Thompson, who was the second female in the team relay, felt that if we had more females participating and 
competing this in turn would give us more females at a higher level. She also felt that there seems to be a lack of 
communication between the elite and participation level and that needs to be improved.  
David McNamee noted that very few people fully understand triathlon from a performance side. 
Jill Stevenson wanted to us not to lobby, but to continue to invest in the sport to get more athletes and utilise the skills 
of ex-athletes to encourage and inspire.  
The motion that was submitted was voted upon. 6 voted yes, 34 voted no and 13 abstained.  

Item 8 Election of Directors 
At the 2015 AGM, triathlonscotland will bring a new board organisational chart per the board review that has been 
completed this year. As per our Articles and Memorandum, the chair position will be appointed by the board and as  
noted earlier in the minutes, Geoff Earl will act as Chair until that time. The Chair, President and Vice-President must 
retire from the board after two, four year terms and the other members must retire after two, three year terms.  
Peter Ness, Vice-President, is retiring from the board and the board would like to extend their thanks to Peter for his 
time on the board.  
With no objections, the Directors were approved.  
Geoff Earl - President 
Richard Pearson - Events Director 
Stephen Morrow - Finance Director 
John Taylor - Director Without Portfolio 
Jill Stevenson - Equality Director 
Paul McGreal - Off Road Director 
Christine Mullen - Welfare Director 

Item 9 Co-opted Officials 
With no objections, Stephen Moffatt was co-opted onto the board as the BTF Liaison Officer.  

Item 10 Appointment of Auditor 
Paul McGreal proposed and Stephen Morrow seconded that we stay with our current auditors. The following auditor 
was appointed. 
 
French Duncan LLP 
Chartered Accountants & Registered Auditors 
Macfarlane Gray House 
Castlecraig Business Park 
Springbank Road 
Stirling 
FK7 7WT 
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Item 11 A.O.C.B. 
It was noted that the minutes from the previous AGM stated we would be changing the board structure at this AGM. 
Geoff Earl commented that essentially the structure and how the board works will not change, but the skills required for 
the board will. For example, the board would like to see a Commercial Director and also merge the roles of Equity and 
Welfare amongst other changes. The discussions around this have taken a little longer than anticipated. The Vice-
President post will not continue and triathlonscotland will be issuing a general advertisement to appoint a Chair. This 
advertisement will go on our website and also on the SSA website. The role of Chair, as part of good governance, should 
ideally be someone out with the sport. triathlonscotland would like the position of Performance Director to include Age 
Group and this position will probably come to the next AGM to be voted upon.  
Thanks were given to everyone for attending.  

 


